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Tom was just the mascot of the college cheerleading team, mocked by his beautiful teammates. But
when their chartered aircraft crashes on a mysterious, lost island, this mascot will find himself alone
with eight busty, beautiful women. Soon the arrogant cheerleading captain, the cool pilot and all of
their friends will find themselves dependent on the man who is their only hope of survival!But Tom
wonâ€™t just surviveâ€”heâ€™ll learn what it is to be an alpha male, to be the powerful, hard and
overwhelming male that these women need. And the women will learn to take him, hard and
unprotected as he learns more secrets about this mysterious island. Tom started out as the mascot,
but heâ€™s going to become the King of alpha males on this lost island, an island full of the magic
of lust.Island of Desire Book I: Landing is a story by Gregory Michelson, and E.K. Richardson,
where a bunch of castaways finds that magic, transformation, and a powerful alpha male will
combine to create a white hot sexy story!
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When the cheer team's plane crashes on an uncharted island, Tom the team mascot, is the only
one with the skill to take charge and ensure the survival of the six beautiful cheerleaders and two
female pilots. Not long after they arrive on the island Tom notices the girls acting more respectfully

toward him. He attributes that to how much they need to depend on him for survival, but Tom finds
there is more going on when he discovers a temple dedicated to creating submissive mates for
dominant alpha males.This is the introduction to the series, so some groundwork needed to be
established before the story could really take off. There is one sexual encounter in this episode, but
I'm sure there will be many more (after all, there are eight women and one man) in future volumes,
of which I hope there will be many more soon.I really enjoyed Landing. There were a few technical
errors, but none major enough to interfere with enjoying the story. One shortcoming the author
might want to look at is excessive use of italics, which can sometimes be obtrusive. Recommended
for anyone interested in male dominant erotica.

Interesting plot line about a young man who is thrust into a survival scenario with six beautiful
women stranded on a desert island. Though at first he is barely tolerated by the women, he soon
becomes the leader of the castaways and is soon transformed into an 'alpha man'. A
metamorphosis is also triggered by a strange encounter on the island that 'magically' changes how
a female views a virile male. Some erotic descriptions make this story exciting. However, the story
abruptly ends before the reader discovers he has to buy sequels to find out the rest of the story.
There is not enough plot development in this first short story to warrant further investment in the
ongoing erotic series! Would suggest lowering the price for this novelette.
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